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chance to get acqu11.inted with the area.
Besler
E. Marvin Jr. will take over . However, Marvin will not be able to be
on campus two days this week because he
as Eastern's president, becoming
person to hold that position since has to go to Springfield on Wednesday and
to Chicago on Thursday for the Board of
ity opened its doors in 1899.
·
will replace Gilbert C. Fite who Governors (BOG) meeting.
Also, in about two wee
Feb. 25,
in J.pril, 1976, to assume the
B. Russell Professorship of History Marvin has said he will fly home and help
his family pa ck and then will start to drive
ersity of Georgia.
President �artin Schaefer said· back to Charleston Feb:26.
tMarvin's plane is due to arrive
Marvin, who will be staying at the
�ort in Champaign at 1 1:18 President's house during his first two
he will pick up Marvin at that weeks with limited furnishings, has also

. !?ages

director of institutional research.
Marvin, 39, is Eastern's fifth presiaent.
The university's first president was Liv
ingston C. Lord who served from 1899 until.
his death in 1933.
Robert G. Buzzard, who was Eastern's
second presfdent, took over for Lord· in
1933 and served until his retirement in

ksrBn

1956.

said that he and his family will move into
will probably atrive on campus in the �ouse as soon as they arrive.
Marvin; who ended his position as
oon, Schaefer added.
was originally scheduled to leave director of the State Council of Higher
pus Saturday and start work Education for Virginia last week, was
iporning, however, the death of chosen in November as Eastern's president
mother delayed him two days.
by the BOG.
said that he has tried to keep , Since the time when Fite left Eastern in
.-cbedule for the first few days September, Schaefer has served as acting
free including meetings with president.
When Marvin takes over Monday,
pips so that Marvin wil have a
_

Eastern• s third and fourth top adminis
trators ·were Quincy V. Doudna from 1956
to his retirement in 1971, and Fite, who
served from 1971 until 1976.
Marvin, a native of Pennsylvania, held
his position as director of higher education
in Virginia for four years, before which he
was associate director of that organization.
From 1962 to 1970, he was at Radford
College-in Virginia. He was vice president
for academic affairs there from 1968 to
1970 and served as the college's acting
president in early 1909.
Also at Radford, Marvin was professor of
biology.

Daniel Marvin

Schaefer will return to his duties as vice
president for administrative affairs and
Wayne Owens, who has been serving as
acting vice president, will assume his
position as administrative associate and

�

'G exec, student ;eps discuss tuition increase

Lewis
tative said.
fl Governors (BOG) executive
Marine said he and the other four
ud student representatives met students · on the BOG met with Director
y to discuss the proposed tuition Donald Walters to plan the format for the
11 board member said Sunday.
. presentation by the board members on the
p also considered the implem- IDinois Board of Highe_r Education's (BHE)
fl Eastem's pharmacy, Mike proposed tuition hike.

recommend that no personal testimony"
.......
come from the crowd.
Instead, if students have comments they
wish to make, they should relay them to
their student representative, Marine said.
Concerning the proposed student pharmacy, Marine said the BOG is "going to
re-evaluate" the legal opinion that has
prevented the pharmacy from- being imple
mented.
Although the BOG approved a fee
increase of $2.50 per semester at its
October meeting: so many restrictions
were placed upon it that it cannot now be
operated as a low-rate prescription-filling
service, Marine said.
Jack Bleicher, a lawyer for the BOG said
that a state law that prohibited universities
from selling an item that they did not sell
before the law was enacted, around 1970,
prevented the BOG from allowing the
pharmacy from being established.
However, Marine said, the law refers· to
university boards such as the BOO, and
since Western has had a pharmacy in use .
for several years, that Eastern should also
be able to do the same thing.
In addition, Illinois State University this
semester began a pharmacy quite similar
to Eastern's proposed service, Marine
said.

to increase undergraduat e tUition by $90
and a<IWlte stu�nts' by $ 120.

!P-

At the BOO meeting, which will be held
Thursday
at Chicago State University,
Marine said Walters will begin the
discussion on tuition with his p�esentation
to be supported with comments by the
...._. ltudeat BOG repraeaTbe •HE "tOte4 at its January m0etin8_ different university presidents.
The Council of Faculties will then make
: their views known on the BHE proposal,
followed by the ·comments of the five
student representatives.
- Marine said he hopes to be able to be the
last speaker on the issue and added that he
is planning to have an effective list of
arguments ready.
He �xplained that the reason for
planning ahead of the meeting who is
going to speak and in what order is because
"Walters is very concerned that the
meeting does not get out of hand.••
'fhe BOG executive director wants to
avoid a reoccurrance of the BHE' s January
meeting, where "the Student Revolutionary Brigade from the University of Illinois-Circle campus" took over the meeting
for Jo minutes, Marine said.
He added that the "revolutionary gro·up" m a y be at the BOG meeting to
add to the student protest against a tuition
Increase.
.
A crowd of "at least" 100 students is
1eheduled to be at the BOG meeting to
ibow board members that th�y are
Interested in the decision,Marine said.
Eastern will be taking 41 students on a
chartered bus to the meeting, Marine said,
and Western Illinois University, Nortlr
eastern Illinois University and Chicago
State are all planning to bring students to
the event.
Northeastern is ;also carrying a busload of
students, while 'students at Chicago State,
the scene of the. mee'ting, are planning an
anti;tuition rally the night before the
meeting and during the day.
Western is not ta.king as many students
as they had hoped to, Marine said, because
Friday is the first day of finals for the
school, which is on a quarter system.
Blrkner of Eastern's jazz band puts the finishing touches on a trumpet solo at
Since so many students will be present at
s jazz festival. E�rn·s jazz band is scheduled to play on eampus again in
this board meeting as compared to the
s photo'by Richard Foertsch.)
usual handful, Walters said he "is going to

.

_

·

·

·

·

Marine added that Walters and state
representative Jim Edgar (R, Charleston),
who has extensive knowledge of the law in
question, both agreed that the pharmacy
could be legally implemented.

_.

A decision will be reached by the March
BOG meeting on whether. or. not Eastern
can prepare for the selling of drugs at a
discount to students for the fall semester,
Marine said.

·

·
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Monday will be mostly cloudy,
. windy and colder with some snow'
flurries with a high in the middle
30s. Monday night will be variably
cloudy, windy and colder with a low
10 to 15.
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Senate delays W ELH investigation; gO�s into exe�ve session
.
.
.

by Tom Speyacek
A m�tion to create

a special StUdent
Senate committee to investigate the cam
pus radio station, WELH, failed Thursday
but was referred to the Campus Relations
committee.
The motion, proposed by Joe DawlOll

preve�t abuse."
"
friv
Calhng the amendments
ff
-campus
district
s
Jack Chor, o
made a motion calling for tl!e rep
•·
Smith.
By a six vote margin the senate v
go into executive session to di
motion.
· Kyle Smith, of the greek district, saying
Executive session mandates
that he was "terribly frigJ:ttened" by the
non-members of the senate leatt
powers of the new commitee, proposed six
meeting room.
amendm�nts that limited the power of the · Chor· said Sunday that he with
new committee.
-- _motion to reprimand Smith in the
The amendments were similar to res- . ests of time" but added that he felt
trictions placed on a propaied investigative
deserved the_ reprimand becausd
committee which Smith had voted for
actions during the meeting.
earlier, but which' had failed to pass the
The senate discussed only "
1enate.
conflicts" while in executive se ·
said.
These amendments included a two-thirds senate vote before the committee
The Open Meetings Act prohibifl
·could investigate any particular topic and
tive session to be for personality
the same margin to allow the senate to
Smith was unavailable for
Sunday afternoon.
remove members of the committee "to
r------------------------------

from the residence hall district, would have
senate meeting that several dorms, inclu- _
empowered the committee to "see if it
ding the Triad' were not receiving the
(WELH) is using its money right'' and to · broadcasts.
investigate the long range plans of the
Dawson, a member of the WELH staff, .
station.
added in his report to the senate that ·�a lot
Don Dotzauer, another residence hall
of money is going into the station" and he
acnator, bad complained at the previous ' wanted it to serve "all students."
,
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Sizzlin Sirloin
Salad and Drink
reg. $333 ONLY $270

only $199 reg $285
Ground sirloin, potato, and Texas toast
get drink & salad FREE
s o t � cou
IRt.OfN � u t sh w h s
•.

348-80l1
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1111Shlire
A Charleston fireman examines a trash bin at Carman Hall w hich �ught fire
around midnight Thursday night. Campus Safety Officer Bruce Michael said the fire
started from unknown causes. There wasno damage. (News photo by Mark ManciniJ
_

Spring Semester
FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT

�-

..
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or student
801 West

ID must be shown
No aid disbursed after this date until Feb. 25 in the
Office of Financial A ids

Propose
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will be held in the Union Ballroom
Feb. 14-15
9 a.m.-4p.m.

Charleston, Illinois. Pri_nted by Eastern·l llinois University Charleston, IL. 61920.
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ice: No new leads yet on Cannan, Pizza Hut robberies
information was available Suning the armedrobbery ofahmst
a Carman Hall dorm room, campus
aid Sunday.
.
Police Chief Johll Pauley said
gh no new information had been
, investigation is continuing into
also said no discoveries have
e in connection with fingerprint
in the Carman Room.·
bery occurred Wednesday evenroom of Jeff Tauber, Bill Roller,
and Glen Fowler.
ugh the robbery victims said,
y that the robber appeared to be
with the room, Pauley said Sunday
y MJCCulation" has indicated that

the assailant was from Carman also.
The same Carman occupants were also
victims said Thursday that the robber
appeared to be familiar with the room,
Pauley said Sunday that "only speculation" has indicated that the assailant was
from Carman also.

The same Carman occupants were also
victims of a theft about three months ago,
in which they and another occupant had
over $2,000 in merchandise stolen from the
same room.

Security Captain Jack Chambers Sunday
also said that no connections have been
·drawn yet between the Carman robbery,
and a robbery Friday night at the Pizza Hut
restaurant in Charleston, in which an
undertermined amount of casb was taken

leader criticizes 806 effoits
'fJvise policy without negotiation
lewis

·

faculty wlion leader Sunday
the efforts of the Board of
(BOG) to revise its policy
themselves rather than negotiate

Merritt,

the vice president of
chapter of the American Federa
Teachers (Am, said, "We view it
· n of BOG policy) as an attempt
t collective bargaining."
said the BOG's efforts to revise
·
book, called the "Blue Book,"
on for several months and
several items that should be
's

," Merritt said, referring to

salaly, tenure and class load, aJl¥)Dg otm iSNlS.

"We want to negotiate them, but the
Board of Governors is not interested in
negotiating them," he added.
·

at gunpoint.

.

A male, about · six-feet-one, entered
Pizza Hut on West Lincoln shortly after
midnight Friday morning. ·
.
The man entered through the front door,
crouched low to the floor in the cen ter of
the restaurant an� pointed a .22 blue steel
automatic at the two customers, both
Eastern students, who were there at the
time.
He then ordered the two customers, as
well as five employes into the cooler, but
not before telling assistant manager Law
rence Larsen to put the money in a
Charle!;ton National Bank money bag.
After Larsen gave the robber the money,
and joined the others in the cooler, the
robber put a chair against the cooler door.
About two minutes later, a customer
entered the restaurant and rescued the
captives who then notified police.
•
A police spokesperson said Sunday there
are presently no suspects in the Pizza Hut
robbery.
One of the customers in the restaurant at
the time of the robbery was Steve Briggs, a
senior, along with his girlfriend Sheila
Sullivan.
"It was really exciting. I was shook for

Northeastern Illinois University, also a
BOG school, recently called for the end of
the policy revision sessions, Merritt said.
In addition, he said, the Council of
Faculties, which includes representatives
faculty from each of the five BOG schools,
expressed its concern that the re-write
"cbs not cirrumYCJlt oollective hugainiJw. "

While the AFT leaders have criticized
the BOG's decision to revise their policy
themselves, BOG executive Director Don
ald Walters met Wednesday with the
student representatives to gain student
input on the matter.

about two hours afterwards," BrigAs said.
"We thought it was a joke, like a
fraternity prank. We were both a little
buzzed since we just came from Ike's then
when he pulled out the gun and told us all
to get"into the cooler, we realized it wasn't
a joke.
"l was pretty scared. He didn't make any
threat to us ..He didn't take any of my
money so I don't have anything against
the guy."
The police report stated the robber was a
black male, however, Briggs said "I can't
say for sure if he was black or not. He had a
(dark <.-olored) ski cap pulled down over his
face. He was pretty sure . of himself the
whole time."
One of the subjects in the Carman Hall
robbery was wearing a brown stocking
cap with gold stripes and carried a .22 or
.25 gun, witnesses said.

iW I L D MEN: You're the 1reatelt·f
�

Rappy Valent ne'• Day. We
lo•e you! The Wild Women. ••
Daso, Lo•elace, M 111krat,
Stepll, Ski, and Suaan.

"Take all you 1114nt, eat aU you take"

SMORGASBORD.
$2.80

��=x=sert

$1.45 �=e1x:v;·

old

J&M RESTAURANT
6046th St. Ch arl eston

********************************************************************************

i

CONTEST
WIN $500.00
Just by collecting· empty
�(/J'p containers
Find out how your organization can

WIN

Miller Kick - off party on February 17, 1977
Time 7:00- l 0�00 p.m.
Place Elk's Club-6th St.
.

Bring

Forfurtherde tailsc o�tactyourc ampusrep tod a y!
Nancy 581-2477orMark 345-9080

the Whole house!
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·

Veep search, budgets confront President Marvin
Daniel Marvin Jr. arrives at Eastern Monday
to begin what we hope will be a strong.
productive presidency· at Eastern.
As president, Marvin will soon be faced with
a wide array of problems and decisions which
will have a lasting effect on· the Eastern 1s
students and faculty.
Among these are the selection of a new vice
president. approval of activity budgets and
input of student and faculty groups to decision
making.
One of the most important tasks waiting for
Marvin is the selection of a new vice president
for academic affairs to replace Peter Moody,
whose resignation take:is effect June.
T,hat the person who fills this post be. well
qua l i f i ed
is
vital
to
both student
and faculty, as he or she will help shape
cu.rriculum and academic policy for the
uniVersity.
We commend Marvin's statements so far on
his intention to move the selection process
along
.quickly. because the sooner the vice
pre$ident is chosen the smoother. the transition
will be for Eastern.
One of Marvinls d�ties w�ich most affects
students is the approval of \activity budgets,
which usually takes place in spring.
We strongly urge Marvin to become familiar
with .each of the activities represented, and to
take a fairminded approach to their approval.
Because the budgeting process is to some
degree. dictated by student politics, it is
important that an objective evaluation be made

Striking a fair balance between the views
suggestions of faculty and students will in
end benefit them and the university.
In the past, presidents have been critic'
for prolonged and repeated absences f
campus.
That criticism was justified. we feel,
should remind Marvin that he can best
Eastern by doing his job on campus.
The best advice for Marvin. however.
from his predecessor. Martin Schaefer,
suggested that he become acquainted with
campus and its inhabitants.
Students and faculty should take
opportunity to get to know Marvin, and he
tum should open the doors of his office to
who display an interest in his work.
In addition. visiting campus groups such
the Student and Faculty senates, Resi
Hall Association and Black Student Union
enable Marvin to hear first hand what is on
minds of students and faculty.

eastern news

Editorial
.

of each activity by the president.
Ma.Vin as a newcomer to Eastern will be in
the best position to maintain such an
objectivity. and to hear all sides of the question
in an impartial manner.
As on every campus, conflicts sometime
arise here between student groups and between
faculty groups.
We hope Marvin sees his role as one in which
he can provide an atmosphere where conflicts
are resolved in a produ ctive manner.
Again. Marvin's position as a new president
can help him here in urging faculty and
students to move ahead and not waste time in
'campus politics.
Other issues sure to confront Mar\tin include
the. continuing questions of sports' funding,
teacher evaluation, residence hall visitation
rights and collective bargaining for faculty.
Each deserves careful consideration, and we
urge Marvin to solicit views froin all areas of
campus.
We especially recommend that Marvin
c o n s i d e r ·the opm1ons
of the student
population on campus. through their elected
representatives in student. government. and
individually whenever possible.

·

·

8cllto�i�I policy

·�

fhe' 9Clltorial opinions Upr..d on the E..-n
opinion P-ve ere dec:ided.. upon by 1 meiorlty of the
New1 Edltorlll Bo8rd, which ii compoeed of lix ltd
the 'merwglng 9Clltor, news 9Clltor, Id """'"" Ind
chief. T,..Y do. not .--rlly nrftect the viMI of E
: ldmlnilt....tion or -mmic departments. Colum..,
. with the 1utl\Or'1 . ,._, reflect the 1uthor'1 I
opinion•• . In generel, the tffw1 will strive tQ prov!•
voice ind 1 forum for the di- opinions of 1
alft!PU'.•

-· • .. ..

Drunk with poWer, conquering the 'Risk' world
Last night I won the world.
.
Those 9fyou who have never played Risk will not
understand how I spent every night in snow-infested
Charleston during the winter and CIPS break.
Those of you who have never played "Risk" will not
understand why I will give up watcrung television,
drinking beer and playing pool for a chance to match
my wits with other self-professed warmongers.
Those of you who . have never played "Risk"
probabiy think I am craz..j.
"Risk" is a wargame, equipped with a map of the
world, a band of armies fo:r each player and six dice "

Karen
Knupp

"

propaganda to be spread for the good of the troops
and enemiesJo be made ..
I myself employ a strategy that has never been
mastered by any of my opponents. Slowly I tum, step
b y step, taking only a country at a time - so as not to
make enemies too early in the game.
Then when I have built up huge armies, I sweep
mercilessly across the board - leaving stunned players
counting their dead.
Of course this strategy is not always effective,
especially when you have wiped out your opponents
seven times with the same "walk softly and carry a big
army" play.
Then it is time for Plan Two. When playing with
male opponents it is all too easy for me to
_

, ·just to add a little luck to a game of strategy.
·

The idea of the game is w,in all the countries in the
world by attacking and winning the countries of your
opponents..
Sounds easy, huh? Hardly the type of game that
would hold your interest for eight hours a night, five
days a week.
Wrong.. Winning a game of Risk entails a lot more
than heading out of Australia with God and luck on
your side. There are allies to be made and discarded,
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So if anyone invites you over for a game of
don't forget the whiskey. And if your best
roomma te or second cousin wipes you out witk
relentlessness of Hitler or Napoleon, just reme
it's only a game.
And you can always get them back next time.

r.ATAto•cnan--�- ---�----�--_, -------""

Marcel Bright

.

OOttertearladen� and pout, "but gee, guys,
only a girl. Why are you so scared of me?"
This is also a plan that will not work in con
games. My opponents remember all too quickly
the "only a girl" routine has won me the world
too often.
Then I only have one option left - to get so
that I can watch my armies relentlessly hunted.
"Risk" is truly a whiskey d r i n k e rs game. A bi
alcohol dulls the senese against bad rolls, loss of
countries and name-calliog ..lt is difficult to get
a game of "Risk" without blurting out "Buzwd1
"I'll get you for this if it's the last thing I do" at
once ..
It also makes the sweetness of victory taste Ill
better.

WI

Hal Coxon
Joe Netal11· 1

David A ed

Publications Adviser ........Dan Tl'lomburgh
u

t
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'
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bate overreligioncontinues; mayor, food waste discussed
! What's this?l A new biblical
.
? According to Greg Swango's

last Thursday New� "The Bible
ally in Greek and has been
over the years for easier· read-

( letters to tlle editor ]

Jo �e wasn't funny
Editor�
To set the record straight, I would like t()
say that Bev Ellis and I are not imbeciles we got the joke in Joe Natale's article last
week. That's precisely the point � we got
the joke and we didn't appreciate it.
I am tired of hearing Polock jokes, sex
jokes, and, yes, religious jokes! Everyone
gets the punch line, but they really aren't
very funny. That was the reason for my
article.
_,
A lot of Christians on campus realized
that the article was meant 1o be humorous,
but does that mean we should just sit back
and take it?
.
Finally, you really insulted the intelli
gence of Christians oil campus, Mr. Corn.
Let me tell you a little secret - we knew a
long time ago that you don't need a phone
to talk to the Lord!
DonnaSthay

·

You questioned the accounts of creation, . the following statement can be made:
but what is there to question? There are "Everything the Christians know of their
is very interesting. Biblical scholars
two accounts that fit together and give a god is in the Bible. They have practically
over would give their souls for a.
more in depth view of the creation.
no other source of information. In this
of this original "Greek" text.
One could also say that there are book, we have the entire source of all
tely it, like the validity of Mr.
inconsistencies in the New Testament, but earthly knowledge of th(s supposed be
's facts, doesn't exist.
they also fit together on every account to i g."
that
the
only
the
is
matter
of
fact
f1
enable a person to have a better underEven though Christians might say they
ment was originally written in
standing of the World of G od.
see god in nature, science, etc., they would
The Old Testament was originally
There are many gods, but only one God not know which god it was if_it weren't for
(now you're not going to try to
and Creator, that is alive, created heaven the explanations contained in the Bible.
, Mr. Swango, that the ancient
and earth, and has almighty power. He
Yet, when asked why this god· allows
wrote their sacred scriptUres in
asks in this passage "what god or idol of evil, disasters, plagues, drought, etc., the
are you?). Although certain pasman's has this power?", there is none /only thing they can say (without branding
the Old Testament were original ly
other!
him as criminal) is that they can't possibly
in >\ramaic, the fact remains that
2) Exodus 20:5 , concerning jealousy, understand or kn()W the infinite plans of
botched up his facts.
when speaking of the jealousy of God, we the eternal god. Their minds can't compre
g as I'm picking and culling
are to understand thts language to be hend the infinite, they say, and one must
his addlepated prose I might point
employed to illustrate, r a t h e r than repre have faith in this being, to trust that he
....ango, in referring to a previous
sent the emotions of the divine 'Dlind.
knows what is best for all,
.
*> the editor by Terry Kreonung,
!he same causes operating upon the
Apparently, this god is not telling all he
t "both of his quotes in the paper
human ?1ind would-produce wha� we call knows, anll since he doesn't communicate
d by...which means he did not
anger, Jealousy, repentance, gn�f, etc.; directly with humans as he once did, there
the whole thing." Here'.s where .
and therefore, when these emotions are is no possible way for humans to obtain the
's �mi-literacy shows him to be
�scribed to the mind of God, t�is lahguage answers to the "evil-disaster" questions,
1 rube.
is
used because such emotions can be wither from the Bible or fro11,1 their god.
would have saved himself much
_
ent if he had bothered to find represented to us by no other._,
Since he is not on speaking terms with
�w. can Mr. Brando�. question the
those m ysterious thre� dots are
wntings of the Holy S�mt? The�e are us, and since he obviously doesn't want us
pie literary device, known in the
.
several verses that explain the wi:ittngs: to know certain facts, there may be other
world a� an ellipsis.
such as II Peter 1:20-21 and Il Timothy. gods, for all we know, perhaps one or two
er section of the letter we find
with superiority to him. After all, he keeps
3:16:
bible scholar telling us: "Due to
us in the dark when it comes to important
A
re
i?spired
by
God
and
is
scriptu
" U
'ency of our language the trans·
for teaching, for reproof, for questions of morality (existence of evil),
profitable
the Bible chooses to use the word
correction, and for training in righteous why shouldn't he merely make up some
• for the· Greek word."
what .
e man of God may b � vague stories of his supremecy and feed
ent·
it is only ness, that
?! H it is ineffici
,
them to us through is appointed messen
complete,
equipped
for every ,good work.
of inept people like Swango who
M r. Brandon says that you must trust in gers? Would we know the difference?
tie lanJtUa�e.
God, which is a true statement, but what
In reference to the' idea of a god superior
trite and hackneyed "tinkling of trust can you have if you say the Word is
to
Jehovah, a Christian I met said this was
and "crashing of symbols" are the wrong? How can you teach the flock to
not feasable, since the superior god would
of an English teacher's nightmare. trust and obey the Creator, and tell them
not allow an inferior to dominate a portion
for the word "many," as in that the Bible is wrong?
.
of his' universe, and therefore would
Bible was assembled over a period
I would consider the following verse as
destroy the lesser.
years and was written many, many one of the plainest statements in the Bible,
," seems to indicate a certain "If a person loves me, he will definitely
Though a rather barbaric approach, I can
Swango's vocabulary.
obey and practice my teachings.'.' (John see that he is inserting the Jehovah-puzzled as to how language can 14:23) It's not a command, a threat, or personality into another god, who is
ient." "Inadequate," perhaps. anything else other than a simple, clear superior, Maybe this superior god is more
cient?")
statement.
tolerant of others than is Jehovah, and
I don't. think that the public gripe perhaps a little less worried about petty
liegins to have doubts about the sessioD', as Mr. Kroenung called it,
deities meddling in his busines,s, as does
g, "born ·again" Christians on benefited anyone. The �postle Paul in Acts
Jehovah.
'
us, especially when two of their 19:9 realized that teaching willing converts
bitious members - Bev Ellis.and is
a
small speck of
Why worry about
profitable, but atguing the same
. Sthay - write to the Eastern teaching with unwilling ones is quite futile. practically nothing (earth), when the entire
rotestin g Joe Natale's column
In 'John 14:23 it says "if a person loves 'universe is at his disposal? What kind of
�ularity Waxing Thin.''
me, he will keep my word." This is the threat does Jehovah pose to this god, when
person with the l�ast perception very reason why we are eager to teach his only domain is a single planet, while
and humor (i.e., a college student), those who desire to hear, because there is a the other rules limitless space?
1 column was obviously written
foundation of love and a feeling of
Perhaps "it's" concerns go far beyond
in cheek. It wasn't obvious to these indebtedness to Jesus Christ to build�
mere humans, to places and ideas unat
of the Lord.
\Joseph M. Atwood, Jr. tainable to our intellects, caring not if a
, in "accepting Jesus as Lord
minor god terrorizes the inhabitants of a
'or" and allowing "God to enter
tiny orb. Can we possibly know that this
" (and all thrise other patent,
isn't the case? The finite information of the
e, hit-any-heathen-with phras
Bible indicates neither one way or -the
take things a little too seriously.
other, therefore making the above theory
lleginning to think that Oscar 'Wilde
as equally possible as that of the Christian
t when he said that "There is no Editor,
,,
The following is in response to the god.
t stupidity.
William Marden response_s, to Terry Kroenung's letter
In closing, I'd like to use and appropriate
concerning the Christian deity:
quotation of Bertrand Russell's:
I seem to be confused, for I do not know
"No dou bt people will continue to
of what all these Christians speak when
they refer to a "god," their "father," or a entertain these beliefs (religion), because
supreme being. I plead ignorance of the they are pleasant. just as it is pleasant to
subject,. for, having no idea of what I am think ourselves virtuous and our enemies
talking about when trying to speak of this wicked. But for my part I cannot see any
"being," I can neither .discuss or compre ground fcreither. I do not pretend to preve
that there is no God. I equally cannot prove
hend it properly.
made his opinions quite clear on
Once I am told what this god is, means or that Satan is fiction. The Christain God
ct ofGod, now I would like to state is like, then maybe I can have 'some kind of may exist; so may the Gods of Olympus, or
and answer llis questions about the idea of the subject matter. Until such a of ancient Egypt, cir of Babylon. But no one
time I can only inquire, ask questions, and of these hypotheses is more pro bable then
45:21, in the context of the speculate the questions seemingly unan any other: they lie outside the region of
possible knowledge, and therefore there is
, the Creator made the heavens,
swerable by Christians.
ed earth to be inhabited and all
After asking several believers where no reason to consider any of them."
Mark Winter
were done in an orderly manner.
they obtain their knowledge of their god,

Wasted food

_

Editor,
I swear I must be a little crazy to write
this. But d-Oes anyone at all realize the
amount of food waste going on around
here? I challenge you to find out.
I also say, maybe rather bluntly, but it
doesn't take a whole lot of sense to know
how much food that a person wants or
doesn't want. If you don't want it, don't
take itl
Maybe someone who does want it will be
allowed seconds, or thirds( How about
eating a little less starch and more raw
vegetables?
If everyone would decide upon this, just
think, faster cafeteria lines? No waste?
More money? Better food? Happier peo
ple! ... think about it .. .I have to live on
hard boiled eggs and carrots.. .
I also have to keep scraping off dirty
trays and dishes covered with nourishnent.
It all goes down the drain and off for the
sewer... I refuse to eat ever again, if no one
seems to care about the value of a proper
diet.
'-.
MontyStubblefield

�

·

·

·

�

·

·

-Who is this God?

lica I answers

·

·

�

•

'Elect incumbent'

Editor,
The national and ,State elections 'of 1976
are now over, yet the year 1977 holds many
important elections on the local level. I say
important because of the impact these local
elections have on our lives on a day to day
basis. It is the decisions made on this level
which will directly affect us.
On Feb. 22, the primary for �e mayoral
election will be held. Bob Hickman, the
incumbent mayor is running for re-election
and shuld be the choice of all students at
Eastern.
Hickman . has shared his views with
students and more importantly has let the
students have direct input into the affairs
of the community. This interest has been
indicated repeatedly by Hickman's actions
on behalf of the students.
These include ti.cycle lanes installed, tennis
courts being build, · crosswalks, and a ''No
turn on red" signal. Yet, shining out
amidst these accomplishments is the fact
that Mayor Hickman was the first to ever
appoint students to boards under his
jurisdiction
.
I
As students of &Stem, we are residents
of Charleston and are directly affected by
the decisons of local officials-. For our sake,
as students and residents of Charleston,
let's keep Bob Hickman as Mayor! A
mayor proveq to support equal treatment
for all!
Julie sunMii
·
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News classifieds: 1Jeart-t
Peg; Love

Jelly Bean Ton. H appy Valentine's Day •.
Th9nk1 for the challenge. F rom a lousy
ipMlea player.

things come in dainty lit�le
· Beautiful
tl*:kages. Merked K M . from K .R .

Jaffray . V D . is for everyone. I hope it
touehes you in the right apot. Rfohard

Dearest S. Partner. '"So if you ever feel a

need for me. darlin' I Let it carry you elong
I Don't . be shy and try to hold it · down {
·

new

Greg: Y ou 're the king of my heart .. I love
r.ou. Barb

my love .. Have my heartl l Renee
I hate ·you. S.SJ
roommate! L<>ve, GY

Vel, I want a

Happy Valentine'• Day to the kids of 8th.
Cheryl & Eva
fourth

H appy
H a p py Hearts Day:
annillersary: Nobody_. Doc

Steiner. you're · the F R U I T of my life.: /

Love ya, "The W ife"

To my Blue Sippers, who could ask for
Little
any t h ing more� Thanks, Your
Ballerina
F r o hl ichen
Leaf.
Maple
My
To
Valentinatag •. Sters and Stripes Forever
Tanya, A big kiss to the sweetest on

Sweetest Day. From Kenny

J .T.• I can't think of an thing el.se to say
y
except I love you! M.G.
Greg, Happy 31n anniversary. darl ing, ff
more until our wedding day. Love you
forever. Bonnie
Alison, Happy 4 months and
annivel'Sllry Low ya, Bob
Happy Valentine's Day
Tommy.Where ya been? SVB

to

dav

1

Cocaine

Valentine kisses to the elite men of Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity. Love ya.Kimmie
Orbit. We are hands: Different; wortc. ing,
growing together, helping each other. Low·
you, Machine Wash
HEY TROOPER! ' you•w put the StarJ
back in my eyes. Love. your Lady in G_r&W1

aH

'tflings. endures ell things. On Valentine 's
and 1lwey1, I love you.. Beth

'Oav

R ichard

Doug. Cupid may have the darts but you

Love always, your no�hatever.

�Bob, Love i s patient and kind; Love beers
things. believes all things. hopes ell

"'Short and Sassy .'' Eat your heert out
Dorothy Hamill! It's been four great years ..

,Tho mas second floor north. You are
f•taatic guys and we are happy to call you
friends that we wanted to tell you in a
1P9Clal way. Love. J udy and Jan

C.Ul8 what you feel just can't be wrong.�

· B e a u t i f u l . 'H a ppy Valentine's Dey
Pumpkin. Happy one year too.All my love.

·�

l.GL

-

Jan, Betsy. Coree n. June, Cassie. Debbie, '
Rhonda. Joan & Mom, All my love. J D .
T o. the best m om I n the whole world - be
Illy Valentine? Lots of love, Yoyr Wee One

To my lady, Pam F. Hope you'll be my
Valentine! With love always, Leonard

Maxine, Being your Valentine would be
fair. but I wanna be your Teddy Bear. Max

Dear An ita, Thinking of you and wishing

you were here.. See you soon. Love. Steve

. Happy Valentine's Day Michele!
. Cinnamon

Mr. Pibb, I love you and your "owner:·

You are dear to me. Love Tracey

H appy Valentine'• Day to "the' kid." No.
1 Squeeze & Pr.oprietor of '"Ruthie's
. Massage Parlour:• R.Op ..

,_

.

Michael. Thanks for sharing your "l ittle
-�rets" with me and just being you! Love.
. Lynne.

Dear Ray.-Ray, Does Valentine's Day
bring out thit vampi�e in you7 Love.Bunsie

· •

To the one who taught me ''What's _
lhak in ," thanks for always getting my drift end for always giving it your best shot .

Happy Valentine's Day to the gorgeous

Commuters we are. Commuters we'll be,

.tU Y in Sterling's History 2010 class!

· Janice, Sherry. Laure. Karen
· (Money back guaranteed)

To all who edited. advised, pasted this up
end stood around - Love you. Starla

and Cathy

,-'

AJM: Life gives beautiful gift1••.it gave
me you. Happy Valentine'• Day with love
•
alway 1 SJ H

Bruce: I knew a boy in art. who really
- was a ·- Happy Valentine's Day .. Love Starla
·
Happy Anniversary and Valentine'• Day

·

To Barney , Cart. Merle, Nos, PY Roch!! .
Shawn. Spook . Happy Valentine's Day.
Teena, K im. Barb

· To Janet. Val. and Andy -Pucker up and
have a good one! Lin and Les

.

Ooooo Ooooo Love, K eifer

J .P.. From one stud to another. H&PP\'·

Valentine's Day. Sandy

Leap, You're a great roomiell
you're home! I I Love ya. Cheek s

(Whell ·

Dee
. r Mary Julie. You have won
hearts. Love, your friends. Nie & Tom

our

K enneth, After 1 9 months of marriage, 1

still love you.What a record! Connie

Reed: Thanx 4 you're xpertize n advizint1
the dipsoman iacal Snooze Staf. Hapy V.D •
AAAAAR GH .

Tom: 1 11 let you win at pinball
on. With love. Linda

-

To Trent, the Hurdler. you are the man
of my dreams! Love, A Mother's Daughter

Thanks for a g.reat time Lindi.
have more. Be my valentine. Tom•

·

the love I hold for you .. Love. Mom

-

To Paul and Carl: Words can't describe

•

B .S ..: If you'd only spend more timi · �.,
meybe then you'd I»
here.
d own
appreciated. AAAAARGH, AAAAARGH,
·
The Staff.
D.T.: Been in any good scandals lately? ·
' •
We're hard up for copy.

Dear Valerie, Happy Valentinll
Sorry. no roses. Keep on cuttin'.
Tod

Shet Murph,Where's all the flowers? Let's
go to Chinks.. H8ppy V-Oayt Buba

Sue: Even though things didn't wortc. out. ·

you're still number 1 .

I
LT.: Happy Valentine's Day. Sweedet' . ·

Dad

To Banana and Burtoni - We dig your
groovy bods! Love, your Secret Admirers

WOOH l l

be bright. L.M. Bernstein.

\

Jennifer:
Valentine'•

Bunze.
Love that. D .J . King - Doug
Gino Vanelli livesl l Your disco queen s K im
·Teena Barb

Wolfie. I like dreaming too. Hugs and
k i1181, K itten

. me.We'll be I NSEPARABLE! Love. Rey

Cindy, running as far u my legs Cll

thought I 'd atop to aav: How I LOii
Sol Bill

Love
Happy Valentine's Day to Baratta.
·
always. The Union Gang

To Lewis Woodward; Tell the truth anci
don't be vague. May all your tuition hik•

catdl

Wells, You were wrong but we kRM
were drunk. Love. the Fallen Womtn

i.:
'

Margie. Margie, Margie; Women Devine; I
long for the day; that you'll be mine. Lutzy

Rlld, Falling for you; be there to

To the men on the Top of ti. i:
You 're all my SPECIAL Valentlne1.

·•·

Dear Marc, Here's a piece for you . Luv,
K .8 .

..; ·

J im. Don't bury yourself In
Asaociata with people - especially
who love yout Val

Well Bunsie, What more can I say; Love

Dave - My love is love you can be sure of
- Always your baby

Happy Valentine's Day to my wife
Jr. Love. Bill

c.o..

. R ay -R ay

Turkey, Happy Valentine'• Dey. Low •
Dan

T.C. AMLI Y . L .t..

J .P . - BaCll.I • you are your own
and I am mine.would you be my Va

MED - Old softies like you mike each
d a y break
worth
remembering!
Happy
Valentine's Day! Just Me

David Cook., Will you be my Valentinel
TLC

lolle

my life ful

,

to the sharp women of Sigma Gamma Rho�
Love.� erry

Babykins. To my one and only..
you very much. Love Sunshine

made

The reason I love you is because yciu're
you. "Sunshine" won't you be Mine? Mike

be ,,.,,

To my love Debb: Will you
Valentine? Love Punky (Mikel

have

Sal. Thanks for both the memorill
the hopes. Mike

Love.

Happy Valentine'• Dey K athy. Debbie.
Julia. Stacey. Charlotte, and all Carmenite
·
t.adies.. CarmlWI Hall Checker

affray

-

Sue. You

happinea end joy.f love you . Bealt

�

· R honda K ... Love - patient and kind.
where love rules. there is no will to power..

Thanks for a beautiful year!
• Michael,
.
"· Happy Valentine's Day from your little
baby! Love. Denise

11 having you in my arms- and
0 care. Love.Jim

�*>wing you •i

.

Henry, Thank" you for 111a lly caring.
.
That's what I011e' s all about. Love always,
Ann

"Precious end few" are the m
two can share. To Patti, Love Bob
Dear K imberly, Love is: Having
& sharing my life with you! Low.

'

Happy Valentine's Day to the men of
Gamma Phi Psi from the Godd esses
Benny P.. You are the sunshine of my life
fror:n your secret admirer

S keet, Heppy 21 st V
To
birthday sweetheart. ET low A m
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t with Eastern valentines
. ")
- In villW of the past, present, and
-I John 4. Love , Bette

'71.," Big Harvard Hornet, Happy
DIV .. Sorry no card .. Love, Rece

's

lllrk , Thanks for being that special
you arwl May you never run out of

lch of a perfect landing!

's D11Yl Love, Karen

,.,,
•

Happy

tine to Jesus! Thanks for Caringi
Thanks for levelling my plane.

Mllderfu l .. I love you very much.

K .VJ .• Happy Valentine's Day.
1P1Cial to me. P.S. Short legs are
rolebud . I

live for you

Nancy. Hope you will be
Love J im S ..

;,.y Valentine.

K rista. knowing you means I don't have

to know anything else. BS

To the men of <l> BE Happy Valentine's

Jer, My love, life, and my 8Y81'Vthing.
Have a mushy . happy Valentine's Day.
XXOO Kathie

Day .. Love, Denice Doughty

Brian, Like last year. only more - I love

To Gail, Someone special to me
alw1ys.
·

you. BZAPI Happy Valentine's Oayl Low,
S. "Bo" Licious

Eternal love, Ron

· To Joyboy: Roses are red, violets are
blue. this weather sucks, and so do you ..

Betty - You are my life . my love and my
source of inapiration. Youn eternally. Bill

To all Thorasians - Mothlll' & Father

Guys in Norwich 31 , Violets are blue, We
bum our buns, But stil love Y2"-

_'

Superior. VeS181 Person, Shark, C02. Head
Shrink, F irebird, and · Papio .. Happy VD .. I
love you all.. Hig h Priest Peno.

Bear. I t's hard to figure out why I love
you but I always will . D D

True Value, You 're still my only 1 00%
natural valentine. Missing y ou muchl Health
Nut

Yo nupes end k ittens.. Happy Valentine's
Day. Love. Most honorable kitten.

To my Mother Ruth and F ather Prince,
Have a happy Valentine's Day. Love. Carnell- '

Dear Alan, I miss you terribly and I love
you alot. L� always, Karen

R ichard, Can't wait for May 28th .. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love you always, Bobbie

My dearest CM, With our love.we should
always be Valentines! Your loving little
Eskimo

strengthens my love
Valentine's Dayl Dules

To our B I G BOSOM BUDDIES, Don't
think.Jee! and quit 1tar11ezing, if yo1,1 know
what we mean. Happy Valentine's Devi
Love, both T.T.s

Boz. Everything we've gone through only
for

Happy Valentina's
Butler. Love Mike

J .. I give you my love now and forever.
Your hungry guppy

Happy Valentine's Day to
Love Tobyl l

Ba.

My

love

for

you

is

Day

you.

have given me - Love. Debbie

there

Happy

Bonnie

Faaaay
a eel

Dyna, I wouldn't bother if I didn't care
( smile) Toby Happy Valentine's Day.

illimitable.

b o u n d l ess, m e a s u r e l e s s , u n l i m i ted,
interminable, prod igious. and gargantuan ..

Dear Heck, My heart's Berndtl You bump
into .the playen well-.why not me?I Liz

Ankie

Happy Valentine's Day to the men of Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity sweetheart candidate
april Parker ·

Milton, Happy birthday Valentine. to a
'

world of happiness.. Love always. Rusty

Steve: I love you more than yest;,..d ay.
less than tomorrow -Jennifer

J A J:..,. Keep it slow and let's
grows. K .OA .

Happy Valentine's Day Mr. Coffee, who
needs 80 degrees for his 1 3%s. Statistician
and Bugger

see

if it

To Birdie Boy's friend , You are a
beautiful person, never change. From the
Great Pumpkin

Supt1r Sprink - all my love to a punk
with an ugly red Ranchero - Your cashier

To my incredible Hulk - I wanna be
loved by youl From your naughty little
k itten

My Little Egg (Vanh Fwa) You are my
favorite sweet ums (Umpt K ay ?) Love
alwavs. Bonehead

Honeybunch: I love you so much. Happy

Valentine's Day .. Low. MAR

From St.. Louie to
you. on this
Valentine's Day. aski n g you th is: Will you
be mine Ri cki J .l

.Mitzi: You're a little fisty. but I like you

anyway. Your favorite hooter•. Bird

Attention: Weebles Wobble but the don't

fall down, Love ya & Happy V-Oay Pussycat

Mick'ey. It's not tough keeping you on an
even keel; it'• impoaiblel Defensive

To an anonymous Campus Editor: May
all your dreams come true, but whatever
you do, don't be blue. cause someone loves

Honey. Thanks for just being you ..
Grandma, Mom, Dad. Theresa I . Theresa

'rt ltill my sweetpea even if you can't
3> llC .. tickle. Pie

1 1 . Paul & Jenny: I love you ell • .Love. Cat

(love of my life), Happy Valentine's
IMetheartl I 'II love you fol'll\ler.

Jane, On our 1 7 1 day anniversary. have a
happy Valentine's DevSunshine, You're smile end laugh makes
us so happy when you're around. Low. The
G&ng
Dear R .R .:r.•· You've got a friend .. Happv

Lonnie, A special Alpha that means a
me•. Happy Valentine's Day •. Bonnie

Valentine's Day .. Reg

lll'k - Wish it could be Just you 'n me
-Pink Panther

Happy Valentine's Dey to NA-NA, with
love and ki•s. from Nee-Nee

Fred - Thanks a bunch for being my
Valentine! I Love. Your Secretary

you.
,.

To a very -t news editor. happy
Valentine's Day; lots of love end k isses for
all 4 ft. 1 1 of you.
To all you "Nuts" in the news room, least
we not forgiit the backbone of the News the

' . •Ao STAf'.F" Happy V,D. from the C.S
staff.

to

You love your hair, I love you bare, come
my nest - get the rest.
Doc: May we watch the rising sun side by

side forever. I love you,K im

Happy Valentine's Day to the

Kappa Alpha Psi
·
Love . K im

men

y

of

from your sweetheart ..

Sara:
Look
in the pantry .
Valentine's Dey . I love you. David

Happy

Nancy, Hope you will be my Valentine.

G. Earl: I t's not your money. so it must
be your wit and looks •. Love, Karen

Rich

of thbught, hope, and
this Valentine's Day. Sweetheart
, Bonnie Harris

� months. I 'II always love you.John

Pooh Bear. Happy Valentine's Day &

yr.

Every night before I close my eyes, I 'll
pray and hope you realize, thet my love for
·
you is true•. Love B . .

Bobbie - Happy Valentine's Oayl You

A. Expressions

Mike, The light end sound is eround you.
Thanks for being a channel for me .. ( H U I I
love you, Nane

G r a nd p a
and
Grandma:
Happ
Valentine's Dey. I love you Jennifer

are the greatest. Je t'ain'l'e tres beaucoup.

I

· Virginia

Happy Valentine's Day t o t he family of
Kappa Alpha Psi F raternity I ncorporated .
Love, Deny•

Thank you Wayne for all the love you

, You'll never really know haw much
HlllPY Valentine's Dayl Low, I rish

r

Lordie Rae, You are loved! Along with:
Debbie, Kathy, Linny. and Chri1.. Okey Seel

Love J im S .

Mike - Thanks for t he beautiful feelings

- I love you Valentine! Love Deb

POOP. I 'm so proud of vou. You're all I 'II
ever need. I love you POOPER
Doc - I love you lots and lots .. Happy
Valentine's Day!
Patty._Got a present from the gumball
machine for you.Just ASK I Luv ya. P .C ..
PEANUT MAN: I loile you more than
, yesterday, but not as much as tomorrow.
BARB I E
' Happy Valentine's Day, You're the
tweetest Alpine Skier in the world! Ya l ittle
B uckaroo
To F lossie, Alberta, Shoko.. William,
Hassan. Jamil, Ahmed, A nton. Little Jamil
- Happy Valentine's Day. Carnell
Sue B. "Today's the day" and your the
reas0n. Happy. Valentine's Dey. Love, Wally
A.
Happy Valentine's Dey to the men of .

Alpha Ph ii Alpha. SWEETHEART, Martha.
SUPER MP ..

To · my wife: Your son and ·1 wish you a
very. wonderful and sober Valentine's Dey .
Love, your family
' Dear Broken Beoker. Do you know
you're really nice? Happv Valentil'8'• Dey •.
Dearest Guinevere. To love is to accept,
to accept, understand •. I love you, Wholly
Bear

POOHDIE, what's the difference between

-- and --l Love. 2000..

��

Ronald Reag�n. you're all heart and we
won't forget. Love, R
i I Republicans

i..orne, don't f0!1i9t to turn in the keys.
The I nstigator
., · · '1
,...
... . : -.

' ,.

easterli•••• -
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Timblin to be semi-finalist for Met try-outs

_ Jerry is having a Par&y

Eastern music major Anne Timblin wu
chosen Sunday as one of seven individuals
in the Central Illinois Metropolitan Opera
auditions to compete in the regional
semifinals Feb. 22 at the Civic Opera
House in Chicago:

All you have to do is fill
1
out a R0 C 'S _Party Card.

by Marcel Bright

.

ROC'S party people will

·

be posted at ROC 'S ·and

Timblin said she felt fine after the
announcement of her selection but was
worried that it may conflict with the Fine
Arts Variety Show later this month.

in the classified section of
of this newspaper. The
winners are invited to

"I had planned on appearing in the
· variety show but if the two dates clash I
may have to miss the variety show,"
Timblin sai.d.
··

bring l1 few friends and

enjoy a pitcher of Schlitll
with Jerry;

"I· hope I don't miss it, but I won't be in
it if the dates clash, ' ' Timblin said.

ROC'S LOUNGE·
6th S t . 3 4 5 -9 0 66

4IO

June Johnson of the music department
said the auditions in Chicago will be on
Feb. 22 and the district finals ori Feb. 23.

"There will be 37 semifinalists compet
ing in the ·central district regionals at the
Civic Opera House and 12 of them will be
selected for the finals," Johnso!! said.
"Out of the 12, one person will be
chosen to go to New York to compete with
finalists from the other 16 regions,"
Johnson said.

Sp ri n g
is jus t around the

The six other central Illinois audition
winners are, Michael Popowich, Catharine
Brock, Alice Hopper, Jerry Hdley, Brad
Routh, and Greg Kunde.

UB spring trip sign-up
lower than last year's
Enrollment for the University Board
spring trips is running _behind last year's,
Phil Lind�erg, director of arrangements,
said Monday.
Lindberg said there were only four
people signed up for the Colorado ski trip
and 17 people signed up for the Florida
trip, compared with last year, when almost
half the total going had signed up.
He said the Colorado trip has room for 40
persons and the Florida _trip had space for
90 persons with the pamtility of another
bus if there are enough people to fill the
bus.
The spring trips to Florida and Colorado
have been sponsored by the UB for the past
four years.
Lindberg said that students may sign up
by coming to the Union offices and seeing
him or Steve Grove.

are receivihg - Dolly I

Anne Timblin, second from right. was chosen Sunday to mmpete in the regional ·
semifinals Feb . 22 at the Civic Opera House in Chicago_ Chosen as the six Central
I l l inois audition winners were Michael Popowich. Catharine B rock Alice Hopper. Jerry Hdley. Brad Routgh. and Greg Kunde. (News photo bv Rich Foertsch.)

�

To the Men- o f- A K A .
You're
the
,
'
· greatest .'
Love ,
·

..

New spring appor

in juniors & m isses

COM E SEE O U R LOVEL
SEL ECTION

L ESTER 'S

D O W N TO W N M A TT
on · Broadwa y

0ay

. Support News advertisers.
us bring our campus a daily

Your Lil ' Sister•

JOB APPLICATION
PICTURES
( BILLFOLD SIZE )

57so

First Dozen

. 5500
·

Second Doze
$25 0 Each
Additional
Dozen

· TYLMAN STUDIO
W EST SIDE
OF SQ UARE
5 1 4 6th ST.
Charleston

345-6 740

MUSIC EXPLOSION !
VALENTINE SPECIAL !

'' A Star is Born " - $5 99 .
� ' Low " - David Bowie $4. 9 9
" Animals '� - Pink Floyd $4 99
'' Attitudes " - J Bu ffet $4 99
.

Tapes ·

$677 each

They
n

at weekly newspaper price. Th

·

·

cor

L este r'

The first place winner will receive a $300
cash award and an all expense paid trip to
New York.
"The .winner will not only receive a cash
award but will get a week of intensive
training while in New Yor.k , " Johnson sai� .

for!, YOU at ROC'S

.

/

es

Sale Ends
Monday · .

easter n news .

Mon day, Feb. 1 4, 1 977

enings s'/ill avalable
summer trip to Europe

Libra ry to install book detection;
entrance turnstyles to be replaced ·

Students enrolled in the program can
openings are available for the earn up to six semester hours of credit in
studies program, Wolfgang History 3750 or a combination of three
hours in History and. three in either
director of the program said.
lnterested in signing up for the Economics 3750, German 3750 , Political
, which will travel to various Science 4503 or Art 4400 with permission of
mmian-speaking Europe, should the individual departments.
• Schlauch at room 21 6H There is no prerequisite for . History
Hall or the Office of Continuing 3750 .
The group will leave May 24 from
in Old Main.
said the tour group will spend Chicago and will return on ' June 29,
in Munich, and four days in Schlauch said. ,
The cost of the program, which is
uding a one-day trip to East
approximately $1090, will include air fare,
will also include visits to such . room and board, and a· student railpass
and cultural locations as Trier, which permits unlimited ' travel in 1 3
Aachen, Heidelberg, , Numberg, European countries, he added.
Schlauch, of Eastern's History DepartStrasbourg and the German
. ment, is a native of Germ8:Jly
in Bonn.
Besler

·

B!)Oth Library is planning to install a
book detection system by the end of
March, replacing the tumstyles now in
use, Pal V. Rao, library . director, said
Friday.
The system will not be working "until
this summer," because it will have to be
tested, he added.
The tumstyles at the main entrance will
be taken out, and the detection system put

· .

.

Tonight & every monday.night

•

{Jllows hirfngprivate welders
cvw Charleston's water lines
r

·

in to detect both books and periodicals, Rao
said.
"We feel bad about having to resort to
something like this, ' ' Rao said. : H e .idded
that the library is "not . out ot catch
crooks," but "is obligated to protect the
good students. "
.
.
"We took a survey about two years ago,
and found that we had lost 3000 volumes
over a l 0 year period,'' he said.

, 'LADIES NIGH

_
_

city residents can hire private

9

·

All
, bar drinks I /2 price

.

..

: (ladies only)
. from 9 PM til 1 AM
"

·

As of Thursday there had been o ne :

thaw their frozen water service hiring of a private welder by a Charleston

said resident. The fire chief, along with five
welders and five electricians made the call.
have asked Hickma� if they Hickman said he assumed that the thawing
private welders because of the process was successful.
.
.
ber of frozen pipes and the .
Hickman explamed that there had been
J
.. ct•ty emp1oyes.
seven prevtous mstances of damage re•
l l " g
.
s.. no 1ocal or state 1aw proh"b"tin
.
.
.
1 suiting from the use of weldmg machmes
xtr
sa1"d . However, l•t is e eme.
.
to thaw.water Imes.
s to electrically weId water
Only minor damage has occurred, orig
possibility of fire exists with inating in the �ng and producing burned
welding and the resident or the out water heaters, broken washing mabe held liabel.
chines and dryers, he said.
or

Robert L.

Hickman

·

·

·

·

Wor ld's Grea test
Muffler Bu y
will fit most

American cars
..... only
s

11

'"'·

95

��

Ph. 345-94 1 1 "'

4 Way
Muffler
Center

Need Photos for Job Resumes?
Make that a ll importan t good first
impression with colo r wallet photos by
Spike . . .
15 color wa llets for only $12.00
(includes sitti ng fee)

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
t.

1 1 th & Madison

.

£Powe'l·�

·

fPhotog.£aph.

405 A Lincoln
Charleston, IL 61920
Bus. 2 1 7/345-4151
r es . 217/234-9671

THIS · wEEK,'S E VENING SPECIALS
Monday
large drink
with
BEEF ENCHILADAS .
ped with cheese,
ce, and spicy sauce.
ed with tossed
with onion rings.
$ 1 50

Tuesday
Free small drink
with

Every
Wednesday

· 8 oz.
Free· small drink
with
Choice New York
BEEF �IZZLER
STRIP STEAK
Two slices of
choice of potato
rib·- eye
tossed salad,
surrounding
large roll
a beef pa tty.
Served on a toasted
$2 79
sesame seed bun.
' 7_5

FISH · NITE
All the fish ,
&ies,
tossed salad
and rolls .
you care to eat

DANISH MELT
A large beef patty
stuffed with rich
blue cheese, topped
with sliced mushrooms,
$2 19
sweet onions, and chives .
. 75

Thursday

Every
Friday

10

Monday, Feb. 14, 1977
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Women cagers split dose games; to host Illinois Centra

by Mark Turk
. After two road games, Eastern 's wo
men's basketball team returned with close
split decisions, defeating Greenville col
lege 50-47 Thursday and dropping a 65-60
contest to Southern Illinois Edwardsville
(SIU-E) Saturday.

Trailing by seven at the half 24-1 7 in
Greenville Thursday and shooting " some
thing like 17 per cent," Eastern coach
Melinda Fischer said, the Panthers scored
· eight straight second-half points and were
never behind the rest of the way.

Fischer said Greenville shot "around 60
per cent" in the initial . half, while her
squad was hurt by foul trouble.
Sophomore Jody Furry led the women's
attack with 14 markers, followed by junior
Sally Niemeyer, who pumped in 12.
The story from Edwardsville Saturday
was not as sweet. Taking a 35-20 lead into
tm loclrer room at the half, the women's
quintet was victimized by SIU·E at the free
throw line. The squad from Edwardsville

had the bonus advantage after 3:05 had
elapsed in the second half.
"We had beaten this same team by 42

(67-25) points earlier this season at
McAfee, " Fischer said. "But it was their
first game of the season and they have
improved - but so have we." ·
The women's record now stands at 7-5.·
Fischer said the Panthers did not receive
the bonus situation until 2 : 15 remained in
the game.

Panther scoring Saturday with 16
points respectively.
The women host Illinois Central
Tuesday, which they lost to at Eut
earlier this season by two points
"We were down by ten and came
pull within one," Fischer said. "
be ready for them. "

SIU-E shot SO per cent in the second
half, compared to Eastem's _30 per cent,
but ' 'free throws were the story . At the line
they shot around 85 per cent," Fischer ·
said.
Furry and Neimeyer again paced the

The game time · is . set for 7
McAfee Gym.

G u ys
�and
Ga
Ha irstyli
1 405 Jeffers

Men's swimming team smashes Rolla 74-39

by Doag Seymour
Eastern' s men's swimming team fulfil
led their goals for the weekend by
drubbing University of Missouri-Rolla
74-39 on Saturday and qualifying several
· swimmers for nationals.
Friday's exhibition contest against Indi
ana State proved to be quite profitable for
Eastern's Jim Bart, who qualified for
nationals in the 1 ,650 freestyle with a
17:04.3 minutes time.
Indiana State 's Steve Schutz set a pool
record in the 100 backstroke
with a time of
•
54.86 seconds.
Joe Nitch and· Bart placed first in a
second in the 1 ,000 freestyle. Nitch's time

more than six seconds.
Nitch also captured firsts in the 100 and
500 freestyle Saturday with 49.3 and 4:47.6
clockings, respectively.
Brian Forsberg and Scott Bolin placed

one and two in the 200 freestyle.
Eastern ruined Rolla by placing one and
two in the 200 backstroke, breaststroke,
and individual medley.
Spearheading the �ay for the Panthers

in the 200 backstroke were Scott Koznar
with a 2:00.3, followed closely by Charlie
Dunn with a 2:00.5 time.
Tim Sullivan, who coasted to an e�y
victory in 200 breaststroke and recorded a
2:15.5, was followed by Dave Watson who
of 9:49.9 is a school and pool record by posted a 2 : 1 9. 8 to earn second place.

Turqu oise
& Silver

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY

�
- �
..e-

to the m e n of K
L o ve , Jazzy

0

Jean ie

.S .

A

y

T � is so mething
else

K

Your little girl, Sunshine ·

open Tues
8 a .m.-6

The

Bryan Murphy

. HAPPY VAl:.ENTINE's ·:
.
DAY Men of A <l> A
.

�

call 348-03

Darling Richard,
I Love You Forever!

Sa lu te Th e ir Brothe

00

Ring•
Braceleta/Earringa
A fter 4 p.m. 348-8498

y

record in three meter diving.

Men o f Delta Chi

.J ewelry

A,

Watson also captured first place in the
200 individual medley with a 2:03.3 time.
Bob Porter's acrobatics allowed him to
secure first in the one and three meter
diving events as well as setting a school.

.

on a Successful
Wrestling Season !

.

ZN Chapter Sweetheart Candida te
•

_
..

_
...

"'

..

--

Bookie

PIZZA JOE'S
·

For The Finest In Italian!
WE DELIVER -

<!::T.

Dial 345-2844
BEER Available
We also have. poor boys,
stromboli,
tex as barbeque
. 720 Jackson, Charleston
Owned & Operated by Jerry Myerscough

.

HELP LIC K HEART DISE
Remember
Your
Sweetie !

�............

Buy an _

A <D

" H�lping Heart
lollipop
for
only 2s�

Pro fit

Pu rchase your
"POP" in th e Union Lob
on Valen tine 's Day from 9 a.m 4 p
or from any A
member

</)

.

•

•

Monday, Feb. 1 4, 1 97 7

classifie d ads
F u l l t i m e e m p l av ment this
s u m m u , f ree
t r a i n i ng
in
a d m i n i s t ra t ive , e l ec t ro n i c o r
mechanical fields. 35 openings. All
employees receive Automatic Eastern
S.cholarship. Must be able to work ·
one weekend per month during
school year. This is only a pert time
job. Serious callers only .. Contact Bob
around 6 pm., 346-4383.
4p1 7

Tbe Myth is over: by order of P ..
Binkley_
1 p1 4
D I AMON D ENGAGEMENT &
W E DD I N G R I N GS: Up to 50%
discount to students, faculty. & staff
lfu ll or' part-time) . E xample, % ct.
$75, % ct. $250, 1 ct. $695 by
buying direct from leading diamond
importer. For color catalog sent $1
to SMA Diamond I mporters, I nc.,
Box 42. F anwood, N J . 07023
!indicate .name of school) or call
1 2 1 2 ) 682-3390 for location _of
show-f'oom nearest you .
4b1 4,1 6,22,24

· 1 954 Lincoln Continental , low
m i l e a g e . f i ne driving machine, .
excellent tires. $89500, 345-6605.
l
7p1 7

four 6-60 1 6" truck tires. with
cubes
intertubes. less 'than 1 50 miles. best
S n ack tables. $20.95
$1 4.95, bookcases $1 4.95, $ 1 8 .95. offer. 345-6740 Ron.
5-ps-18
Up Stairs Furniture Company on
US .. Coins: will buy collections or
square ..
7b1 7
ae8umulations. Call 58 1 -6532 ..
9p23
Quality unfinished fumiture at
reasonable prices. Upstairs F urniture_
Eor the best in 'hair care. call
On tha square.
Frieda's Beauty Salon, 942 E St.;
OObmw
345-5327 ••
Fender Bassman 1 00 amp.., with
. mwfb1 6 QObOO .
h o u se apt _ 2 -tJd r m s  cover, end amp. heed. E xcellent
Schlitz kegs • $25 _48_ Roe's has
•
Sixth and Polk _ Ph . · cond ition. Used professionally twice.
the lowest : package prices in town .
All for $700. Call Bruce, 345-6472 .
1 lmmad iate possession ..
OOcOO
5p1 5
OObOO
-'
�
For
sale:
Rolls
of Wheat Pennies:
room home one block
A Ludwig drum set. 6-piece_ To
$2.25/Ro l l . Call 234-6 1 34 after 4:00.
E a s t e r n . F u r n i s h e d , see ·or contact lee Tichenor_902 Van
31)-1 4
th . 348-8586. four males Baran. 346-3831L2 yrs_ old_
I
f.
you
need
alterations. dress
.No couples.
3b1 6
10b14
M a g n avox por tab le · A M/FM " mak i n g . m e nding. ' Call Saridy: ·
581 -2529_
cassette recorder. $50 or bast offer.
OObOO . .
58 1 -2528 .
Dera Daddy a Love only you
7p15
: Diplomacy I enthusiasts;·
forever _Piggy
Ten
gallon aquari um, $5.94..
Clmpus · Mail; write to Pat
1 p14 .
S t o rewide sale now going on ..
IC Stevenson
Toyota '69 , 57 , 1 20 miles .. Loaded
B e n s o n 's t r o p i cal f i s h , · 8 0 9
31)-1 5
with new parts. $580. Must sel l.
llrl l*ded to sublease a . n ice Charleston Ave-. Mattoon ..
leaving.. 581 -2897.
8b1 0mw
I with three others till
7b 1 7
1964 Chrysler, power steering.
mmester. $10
a (nonth.
brakes. air conditioning. 50J)OO miles·
11nt free. Call 58 1 -3046.
on rebuilt rifotor $400 .00 is· ·firm
6-b-1 7
price. Call �-77 1 6 ..
Consignment auction seles every
male to sub(ease two
• 10b15
Thurs.. night, 6:30 p.m. Richey
11
fu r n i shed apartment
Auction House, Ashmore, I l l .. Don
1 975 Camaro T y pe lT. PB, PS.
346-41 36 after 4.
A M / F M , e 1t ce l l e n t cond i t i on . • Richey. Auctioneer. 349-8822.
�1 6
OObOO
58 1 -3506.
3p 1 6
Connie._WA TCH OUT! 1 1
1 p1 4

Thanks to all those who attended
the party at the palace at 1 2th and
Hayes Friday night. I f was a rush.
-the management
1 sa 1 4
Titus Repair Service: watches ,
clocks, jewelry, engraving. 1 5 1 4%
Broadway, Mattoon .
OObmwf

iig

If you need alterations. dress
call s.andy:
making, mendi
581 -2529 ..
7bl4
F OUND: a place to eat a good
dinner for a low price_ The UniQn
Cafeteria serves a dinner special
Mon.rlhur _ for only $ 1. .19_ Open
5:()().6: 1 5 _
2b 1 4. 16
E lect Bob Hickman for Mfyor of
C h a r leston . P r i mary T u esday
February 22, 1977 .
1 5-b-22

announcements:

EIJRQIE ;.v

�nl/z e;�::.�:
�: �Oll !pe (800) 325-4867
p

>fAlt IT'S ME,
1tl«! '7HllJJU6H
ldW,4/f) 5IOIJ,
E1t. "! 'OJ 6lhS

!

121)-28
who want a good
far a reasonable price.. The
Clfeteria ser:ves a dinner
Monday thru Thursday for
JI.Open from 5: 00-6: 1 5
2b14. 1 6

/ 6f/TANYMAJlr

..

: people

or '" your Ir- agwftl

8 Und'nlwl Chmten ...

DOONESBURY

elrls need roommate. Feb.
•
101 5 Van Buren. Call

0

·

·

For any and all typing, 60
cents/page: 348-8022.
mwfb2/28
Auntie J u li 11 & U ncle Fred, Thanks
for being so wonderful. Happy
V alentiue's Day.. love, Maz &
HanBtie_
1 p1 4

lo•t and fo und

LOST: female Border Collie,- 20
inches high, 7 mos. old, white/black
markings, black collar. Reward. Call
345-3063, 345-&1 1 7 . .
5b1 5
LOST: black leather wallet in
P a n t her
La i r . ( R e w anlJ Call
345-9401 .
5ps1 5
LOST: 1 pr_ of brown s1,1ede
mittens around Fine Arts Building on
Friday. If found, call 581 -5288.
F O U N D :' Women's watch identify at Greenhouse.
Large green sectional notebook.
Lost on car. parking lot D, front of
B EB. Calll
2 1 7-342-4506
collect. R eward .
LOST: green hooded sweater ..
F OUND: cased blue contact. Call
Cat hy . 58 1 .0723..
1 p1 4
F OU N D :
man•s · Watch_' Gia
description ..Call 58 1 -2596_
5ps18 .
FOUND: two sets of GM car keys
in parking lot of Unjversity Village.
Call Jim, 58 1 -3794.
5ps15
Lost: Light tan, French billfold .
Finder, keep money, return contents
to Lobby ·shop ; E I U University
Union. No question·s asked .
3ps15
LOST: cat, white with black &
gray stripes. Wearing white flea
collar.. About 15" long •. LOST: 2/9
around Charleston
High School.
345-408 3_
5b18 .

HEY,
rzz.rr

,/
·

0
•

11

· Please ·report classified ad errors immediately at 581 -28 1 2.
A correct ad wi l t appear in the next edition. U nless notified,
we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after its first i nsertion .

For sale: Univox bass amplifier,
hardly used, price is opan . Cal l 2487 . .
1 0p22
. For Sale: Yamaha F6 guitar.
excellent condition, $75 or best
offer •. Call 58 1 -2 1 8 1 Sb 1 5

for •ale

ea•t•l'll· ••w• ·

0

•••t•d

0 "
0

. d,.. · _:_,..'.'.
��
··
'1:>

i.nts-.students over 18
� 10 aam extra money in
... time. Sell Avon Products
to save for your summer
. No .experien� necessary .
169 for information.
1 4b 1 8
F ifty State
of over 2000 summer job
lwith application forms) .
to: SUMCHOICE .. Box 645,
.
llge, PA 1 680 1
101)·23

�

600f) H»/1/116,
/UHITC��l
..
.;

.

THIS 15 � Pli.651/JtNT SPlfAKJN6 I

I

resident camp seek s female .
In horseback riding.arts & ·
..mics;natura & campcraft.
IWSI & SLS); pr0gram
, nurse (RN or LPN ) _June 22 ·
L Call or writa Carol Brue.
Camp F ira Girls, 1 20% iN
St.. Ottawa, I l l. 61 350

UH, HUUO, MR.
PR$5/t:e/T. I
MIAS IUON/Jf!R/Nfi
fQl.l'I YOU PCW'T
r;,wJt BOBP'll.AN
MO/i!E THllN >O<I
/)(), Y'KNoal?.. \
�

ti

0

6tXlJ Sl/6665TION. M/55.' IN
mer, I'll HA'le

ONE OF MY 7lJP

AllJE5CAJ.L 808
OUTINMALIBU
FOR A �
/ R/61/T Jl)(JJ!

815-434-4409 .
3b 1 6

COST PER DAV: 50 cents for 1 2 words or less . $1 for 13-24 words . Students get 50

IT YOURSE L F " CLASSI F I E D AD

·per cent discount after first day. All ads under $2 MUST be paid in
adnnce. Name .and p�ne number are required f�r office puq>oses .

NA M E .:----_,,.

_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_

ADD R ESS:

_____

AND R UN FOR

___

DAVS.

'

PHO N E :. ___�
�_...
_
. ...._
..,
lill
""

_
_
__,_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

. Piece ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern N_. box in
Union .or bring to News office in Student Services Building by noon
·
tfie day before it is to run.

Thomas �ets scoring recordin cagers' victory
by R.B. Fallstrom
.
Guard Charlie Thomas poured in a Lantz
Gymnasium record 34 points to pace
Eastern to a 107-90 basketball victoyr over
University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL)
Saturday night.
Thomas, who went into the contest
averaging 13 points per game , was on
target the entire evening. He pumped in 1 4
of 18 shots, many ,from long range,
including a hot nine of 11 in the first half.
After warming up with 20 points in the
first half; Thomas broke the record of 32
points, held by two players. The 6-2 junior
also tied the Lantz mark for field· goals, and
Eastern as a team bettered the mark of 47
by two.
"It had to be one of our bet ter perform
ances of the year. It was a complete per
formance," coach Don Eddy commented.
Thomas has come on strong in the last
six games, averaging 24 points on 57.6 per
cent shooting. Thomas, who is hitting
exa�y SO per cent of his shots on the year,
has raised his average six points to 14.6,

the haH, but Eastern fotged a 53-44 lead at
intermission by avoiding mistakes and
holding Bone to nine points. Bone entered
the contest as the leading scorer among the
nation's Division II- schools, averaging 29.9

·

·

points.

Eastern kept u}> its accurate bombing in
the final half, - shooting 54.4 per cent.
UMSL faded with 41 per cent shooting.·
For only the fourth time this season,
Bone was not the high scorer for UMSL.
Tobias finished.with 27 points, hitting on
10 of 17 shots, to lead the visitors.
Bone gave UMSL's backcourt tandem a
total of 50 points with a 23-point perform
ance. Bone made seven of 16 shots, and
clicked on nine of 10 free throws.

Eastern will get another rematch Mon
day night when they play Arkansas�Little
Rock in a 7:30 p.m . . game at Lantz Gym.
Little Rock pinned an 83-75 loss on the
Panthers Jan; 6, beginning a three-game
Eastern losing streak.
The Panthers, who are among eight
schools fighting for four tournament
the team high.
berths, must win almost all of their
The victory, which avenged an 82-80 loss
remaining games in order to be consid
to UMSL Jan. 1 1 at St. Louis, marked the
ered , Eddy said. "We're an outside shot,
Panthers' highest point total of the season.
but we're not dead by any chance, " Eddy
Eastern missed the school team scoring
co111mented.
record by seven points:
Y�own State, which has lost only five
Eastern raised its season record to 1 2-9
times, is a shoo-in for a berth. Of the other
with the triumph, and kept alive its slim
seven schools in contention, none has lost
hopes for a post-season tournament berth.
less than seven games.
UMSL sank to 1 1�11 with the loss.
Also in the running are Northern
With UMSL scoring ace Bobby Bone
suffering through a poor first half, the �Ke11tucky, Evansville, St. Joseph's, Bellar
mine, Northern Mchigan and Akron.
initial period shaped up as a shooting dual
between Thomas and UMSL's Grayling Eastern split two-point decisions with
Bellarmine, defeated St. Joseph's, and will
Tobias.
Thomas was outscored by Tobias 21-20 in play Akron twice in the home stretch.
_

·

·
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Eastem's Charlie Thomas (20) shoots over Bobby Bone of UMSL In
1 07-90 basketball victory at Lantz Gym. Thomas set a school record

night's

Monday, Feb. . 14 , 1977.

.

points. (News photo by. Ri chard FoertschJ

'

,Three assistant footbalf coaches selected
by R.B. Fallstrom
Three football assistant coaches have
been named to fill vacant positions caused
by resignations, head coach John Kon
stantinos said.

Bob. 0-&-ttins .. ha.s been selected as
defensive coordinator, Jim Gudger has
been named offensive line coach, and
Harvey Willis has been promoted from
graduate assistant to assistant coach in
charge of linebackers and defensive ends.

-

One more assistant coach, in charge of
the defensive secondary, will be named
within the next few weeks, Konstantinos
said.

former assistants, who took jobs at other
universities, Defensive coordinator Bernie
Ricono and interior defensive tine coach
Don Ivory took jobs at Texas-El Paso in
December, a Division I school .
Jim Rudge!'$, formerly offensive line
coach, took a similar position at Cohunbia
Jan. 26. Columbia is· also a Division I
school .
Oetting, 34, has been head coach at
Thornton of Harvey High School the past
four years, and also has professional

"I think they are super, " Konstantinos
commented. " W e ' ve got exceptionally
well-qualified people. "
" I think it will improve the quality of the
coaching staff, " Athletic Director Mike
Mullally said.
The . appointments fill spots vacated by

playing experience. Thorntoa
games during Oetting's tenme
includina a 5-4 log this season.
Gudger, 28, has been offe
coaeh at Gardner-Webb college.
or'Division III school, the past two
Gardner-Webb finished with a
both years.
Willis, 25, is the youngest
staff. He was previOlJSly a
assistant for two years in c
ends and wide receivers.

Miller gets shot put record in easy track victo

•

by R.B. F.U.trom
Mike Miller set a school record in _the
shot put and Eastern won in all but four
events to easily nab first in a quadrangular
track meet Saturday afternoon at Lantz
Fieldhouse.
Eastern finished with 107 points, far
atop the competition in what coach Neil
Moore had labeled " a tuneup meet for
Purdue," Eastern' $ opponent Friday. Next
in the scoring was Wisconsin-Stevens Point
with 38.
.
Lincoln Land totaled 13 points and
Southern lliinois- Edwardsville four in the
.
meet. .
.
Miller, a senior, threw the . shot past the
indoor record distance three times in
reaching a new mark of 53-feet-l/z inch .
The old record was 52-feet-one inch.
On two throws Miller scratched, but the
other four were all outstanding. Miller also
heaved the shot 52-.2 l/z , 52-5 % and
51-1 1 % .
Sprinter Gerald Bell came within a

tenth-of-a-seoond of tying the 60 dash
record with a 6.2 seconds clocking, his
best. Bell also won a prelim4Jary heat in
6.3 seconds. Freshman Mike Dominick
finished third in the final in 6.3 seconds.
Gerry Byrne achieved his besf height of
the season in the pole vault, clearing 15feet-4 inches fo win. Dan LarsQn and Sam
Moore of Eastern finished second and
third, respectively, in the event.
In the high jump Martez Smith and
Bruce Tison each cleared 6-feet-7 inches to
finish one-two. Smith, whose personal best
is only -one inch higher, won the competition on fewer misses.
Freshman Bob Johnson won in the
70-high hurdles in 8.6 seconds. The race
was run instead of the usual 60-yard ·
hurdles� because the event will be contested at Eastem's upcoming meet with Big 10
school Purdue Friday. .
Eddie Hatch, who won the 600 in 1 : 12. 7
after coasting in the last 20 yards, did not
run in his specialty, the quarter·.lllile.

Gooden and Johnson ran 50.9
Hatch, champion in the 300 at the Illinois
Intercollegiates Feb. 5, did not run in that second times, respectively, so
anchor leg of 48. 7 wasn't e
event either.
- But Hatch did compete in the mile relay, Panthers ran 3:23.3 and were
an event in which Eastern was shooting for winners.
Other winners for Eastern in
the record after being disqualified with a
3:15.2 time at the intercollegiates. The Ababio in the triple jump, J
time at Champaign's Armory was four 880, Callozzo in the 440
seconds under the school record, . but the Carpenter in the long jump.
Johnson · ran in the 880 i
group was disqualified because of a foul in
usual 600 for the first time, and
Hatch' s anchor leg.
Hatch turned out to be t he o nlyhealthy the final lap to win in 1:58.1
runner of the four �aturday . Jones missed Harold Siefert of Eastern was
the meet with a throat infection, Callozzo event in 1 :59.3.
Callozzo, one of three
developed a blister on his foot in winning .
the 440 earlier in· the competjiion and did ers to better the indoor 600 malt
not run and _Johnson also had a blister at the intercollegiate meet, m
which slowed him down.
the 440 and won easily in 49.8
A revamped group of Hatch, Johnson,
Ababio, who is still working
Bennie Phillips and Keith Gooden was
after getting a late start, leaped
assembled, but they didn't get near the
to nose out teammate Don Hale
record time. A runner cut off Phillips in the
in the triple jump.
Carpenter bested Ababio
- opening leg, slowing him down to a 52.2
second t;ill\e ,
� . .. j��p. recqrding a 22-J�t
·

�

